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Abstract

Introduction—Since the outbreak began in January 2020,
Covid-19 has affected more than 161 million people world-
wide and resulted in about 3.3 million deaths. Despite efforts
to detect human infection with the virus as early as possible,
the confirmatory test still requires the analysis of sputum or
blood with estimated results available within approximately
30 minutes; this may potentially be followed by clinical
referral if the patient shows signs of aggravated pneumonia.
This work aims to implement a soft collar as a sound device
dedicated to the objective evaluation of the pathophysiolog-
ical state resulting from dysphonia of laryngeal origin or
respiratory failure of inflammatory origin, in particular
caused by Covid-19.
Methods—In this study, we exploit the vibrations of waves
generated by the vocal and respiratory system of 30 people. A
biocompatible acoustic sensor embedded in a soft collar
around the neck collects these waves. The collar is also
equipped with thermal sensors and a cross-data analysis
module in both the temporal and frequency domains (STFT).
The optimal coupling conditions and the electrical and
dimensional characteristics of the sensors were defined based
on a mathematical approach using a matrix formalism.
Results—The characteristics of the signals in the time domain
combined with the quantities obtained from the STFT offer
multidimensional information and a decision support tool
for determining a pathophysiological state representative of
the symptoms explored. The device, tested on 30 people, was
able to differentiate patients with mild symptoms from those
who had developed acute signs of respiratory failure on a
severity scale of 1 to 10.
Conclusion—With the health constraints imposed by the
effects of Covid-19, the heavy organization to be imple-
mented resulting from the flow of diagnostics, tests and
clinical management, it was urgent to develop innovative and
safe biomedical technologies. This passive listening technique
will contribute to the non-invasive assessment and dynamic
observation of lesions. Moreover, it merits further examina-

tion to provide support for medical operators to improve
clinical management.

Keywords—Autonomous sound systems, Mechanical vari-

ables measurement, Electromechanical sensors, Sound signal

processing, Covid-19.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, smart devices play an important role in
various aspects of our daily lives. Some of these devices
will even think for us. In all technological sectors,
researchers are focusing on the design or optimization
of operations to generate a new model of interaction
between the different actors of society involved in the
areas of health, comfort, and safety.21 Far from
replacing the role of professionals, onboard electronic
systems strengthen the links between scientists,
patients, and caregivers. This practice of ‘‘continuous
monitoring’’ reassures individuals and allows them to
play a more proactive role in their healthcare.

Since the outbreak began in January 2020, Covid-19
has affected more than 161 million people worldwide
and resulted in about 3.3 million deaths.12 Despite ef-
forts to detect human infection with the virus as early
as possible, the confirmatory test still requires the
analysis of sputum or blood with estimated results
available within approximately 30 minutes; this may
potentially be followed by clinical referral if the patient
shows signs of aggravated pneumonia. This pandemic
has mobilized a large number of research centres that
have studied the dynamics and dissected the structure
and genome of the virus to limit its consequences in
terms of its potential for contamination and mutation.
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Most research currently focuses on methods of bio-
logical screening, such as the Reverse Transcriptase
(RT) Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)2 test or
physical screening using x-rays combined with deep
learning, for example, which aim to provide a rapid,
fully automatic diagnosis.1,8,18 Early detection of the
disease would enable the implementation of the proper
care required by patients with Covid-19.

Diseases such as the H1N1 influenza A virus, and
recently Covid-19, affect the vocal and respiratory
system leading to an inability of the lungs to transfer
enough oxygen to the body. Therefore, it has become
essential to implement systems of prediction, diagnosis,
and ‘‘real-time’’ analysis to cope with health crises.

Recent efforts have shown promise in terms of
improving detection in several medical fields and are
based primarily on three categories: (1) mathematical
approaches to estimate uncertainty in Deep Learning
for the detection of infectious viruses, in particular
coronavirus4,5,13; (2) analytical methods to improve the
management of the pandemic and its effects while
taking into account peculiarities and genetic sensitivity
during and after infection9,17,33,46; and (3) radiological
classification focusing more particularly on deep
learning models.14,30,36,44

This work aims to implement a sound device for the
objective evaluation of the pathophysiological state
resulting from dysphonia of laryngeal origin or respi-
ratory failure of inflammatory origin, in particular
caused by Covid-19. The resulting platform comprises
modules for analyzing physiological data provided by
biocompatible acoustic and thermal sensors. The latter
focus on passive listening of the vocal and respiratory
system to offer health professionals multidimensional
information and a decision support tool for deter-
mining a pathophysiological state representative of the
symptoms explored. The idea is to ensure real-time,
remote diagnosis (rural, isolated areas, etc.), thus
optimizing time, treatment, and referral to the right
department. Ultimately, the aim is to establish stan-
dardization charts resulting from a wide ‘‘clinical’’
validation plan representing a broad range of the
population.

BACKGROUND

In the vocal acoustic domain, the voice has been the
subject of several studies; the majority are oriented
towards speech recognition to use the voice compo-
nents as a security key or an actuator. In the medical
field, the literature shows some work exploiting the

vibrational components for the diagnosis of acute lung
injury using devices in ultrasound scan mode.6,10,29 In
this way, the use of ultrasound has been proposed for
the detection and management of pneumonia in pae-
diatric populations3,40 and adults.29 Recently, in the
context of the Covid-19 pandemic, research has been
undertaken on the detection of serum affecting the
pulmonary alveoli resulting from novel pneumonia or
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS), for
instance Refs. 11, 16, 37, 38, 41, and 42.

A few studies have focused on the use of the
vibratory mechanism of laryngeal tissues to define
some pathological cases. Among these studies, Guen24

focused on vibratory models of the vocal cords using
video laryngoscopy providing images reflecting their
vibratory motions. In 2018, Bowen7 carried out work
on five subjects to estimate the vibratory waves pro-
duced by the mucous tissues based on the electroglot-
tography principle. Sanaz43 examined the effect of
Vibro Tactile Stimulation on voice/speech quality for
therapeutic purposes and showed that laryngeal VTS
modulates neural synchronization.

Advances in both ‘‘soft’’ and ‘‘hard’’ technologies
have enabled the development of applications based on
the concept of Artificial Intelligence through the
combination of several functionalities. In this context,
Turkman48 focused on an image segmentation
approach for the assessment of laryngeal disorders. In
the same context, research by Fehling19 and Hyun25

explored the glottal area with high-speed laryngeal
imaging (HSV) using a deep convolutional neural
network to detect certain failures in the vibratory
mechanism. Analysis of this recent literature shows
that the use of artificial intelligence to assess the failure
of the phonic system is more oriented towards the
sequential sampling of the video images; this requires
the positioning of the device inside the larynx, facing
the vocal cords (epiglottis zone).

Recently, Matta32 published a study on an acoustic
technique analysing the vibratory components of the
vocal system for the diagnosis and early detection of a
potential cancerous state. The results of this technique
highlighted the dependence of the vibratory charac-
teristics of the collar on the pathophysiological state of
the patient. The current work is an extension of the
passive sound device used by Matta32 and Ishac26,27 for
the early detection of abnormalities of the laryngeal
apparatus. This extension concerns additional hard-
ware and algorithmic modules ensuring the combina-
tion of physiological data flows for the objective
analysis of the severity of the effects of the Covid-19
virus.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Multilayer Tissue–Wave Interactions

The vocal and respiratory system generates waves
causing a multilayer tissue medium to vibrate. Vibra-
tory sensors appropriately distributed around the pa-
tient’s neck collect these waves. However, the
spatiotemporal parameters of the system need to be
adjusted for preventive and/or diagnostic purposes to
improve system performance, as well as the evaluation
of wave-biological tissue interactions. Thus, the opti-
mal coupling conditions and the electrical and dimen-
sional characteristics of the sensors were defined based
on a mathematical approach using a matrix formalism.
Matta31 showed that the displacement/stress vectors
are spatiotemporally evaluated in the propagating tis-
sues in accordance with their physical properties
(Fig. 1). Consequently, the design and operating con-
ditions of the measurement system were adjusted to
reflect the conditions under consideration, i.e., opti-
mization of the coupling coefficient at the interface and
the selection criteria of the sensors.

Physical Device (Collar)

As mentioned above, the collar that is the subject of
this study is an extension of the device used in the work
of Matta.32 Flexible bio-compatible poly-vinylidene-
fluoride polymer (PVDF) sensors were used to ensure a
fairly wide frequency bandwidth covering both the
respiratory (pulmonary) and phonatory mechanism.
These sensors made from electro-active nanowires
resulting from electrospinning technology28,49 were
added and used in place of the concentric ring PZT
receptors (PZ26 Ferroperm Sct.) produced by laser
engraving (Fig. 2).

Acquisition System

The device has been adapted for the diagnosis of
symptoms linked to the effects of Covid-19. Its acqui-
sition system comprises primarily the following mod-
ules: an electroactive sound module, a thermoelectric
module, and an electromechanical module.

Electroactive Sound Module

PVDF polymers have been favoured as electroactive
materials for their biodegradable organic properties
and the appreciable piezoelectric constant d33 of about
20 pCN-1.20,34,45 To ensure the optimal performance
of their electrical and mechanical characteristics, the
nanowire-based PVDF sensors47 embedded in the
collar were improved by doping with Barium Titanite
(BaTiO3) and graphene fibres (GNr).

The study and characterization of these nanowire
sensors (PVDF + doping components) showed that
the electromechanical performance was optimal with
the following proportions of doping components: 3%
BaTiO3 and 0.25% GNr (Supplementary Figure 1).

The tissue sensors embedded in the collar were
calibrated in transmission mode to quantify their sta-
bility and sensitivity in reference media: water and agar
during the sol-gel transition. The various curves in
Supplementary Figure 2 shows the stability of the
acoustic characteristics (velocity, wave time of flight,
and attenuation) in water at a controlled temperature
of 23 �C +/- 0.1 �C, as well as the sensitivity for
monitoring evolving complex phenomena (viscoelastic
behaviour in phase transition). Good reproducibility
was observed with a dispersion of less than 5% for the
four follow-up measurements carried out under the
same operating conditions.

Thermoelectric Module

The collar is equipped on each side of the neck with
two thermal sensors measuring 5 mm 9 5 mm 9 1 mm,
positioned at 70� and � 70� with respect to the frontal
axis. The role of these two sensors is to provide an
estimate of the average body temperature when the
measurements are acquired.

The operating principle involves producing ther-
moelectric energy based on the Seebeck effect. A bis-
muth telluride (Bi2Te3) semiconductor material was
chosen for the quality of its thermoelectric conversion
over a bandwidth ranging from � 60 to + 125 �C.23

Electrical Module

The electrical module (Fig. 3), an autonomous sys-
tem integrating scheduling tasks and a transfer func-
tionality, converts vibratory mechanical energy15 into
electrical energy to satisfy the energy needs of the hard
and soft modules of the collar.

The module was produced using a System-on-Chip
(SoC) from the Texas Instruments MSP430 family.
The MSP430F2012 model was chosen for its small size
and minimal hardware resources (with a USB port).
This SoC includes a central processing unit (CPU), a
digitally controlled oscillator (DCO), a task scheduler
(IT), an accumulator (3-volt DC), a coded sensor
generator (PWMG), a power management unit
(PMU), and an output amplifier (OB). A power man-
agement unit was added to this modular architecture
to allow greater autonomy. The average consumption
of the collar is 0.026 mA when the power unit is on
standby (until the vibration of the vocal cords activates
the system). Associating a user interface with the collar
functionalities has turned this concept into a medical
platform capable of evolving and adapting to an e-
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Health environment under the TCP/IP32,35 protocol
and/or via a specific smartphone application for re-
mote physiological monitoring22 (Fig. 4).

ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Covid-19 is characterized by severe pneumonia and/
or acute respiratory distress syndrome in approxi-
mately 20% of infected patients. The urgency of the
health situation has led to the prioritization of the
search for indicators reflecting the severity of infection
in affected people to orient them effectively, optimize
rapid management, and guide clinical intervention. It
is in this context that the approach developed con-

verges towards the establishment of a multiplex tele-
monitoring platform to improve surveillance efforts.
Additional tests such as protein serology and/or nu-
cleic acid tests can be combined if necessary. There-
fore, to quantify the severity of the syndrome in
affected people, an acoustic and thermal signature was
established for each suspected case. The combination
of this information allows a Decision Support System
to generate a report on the severity and evolution of
each person’s condition. In fact, the vocal and respi-
ratory characteristics could reveal possible physiolog-
ical symptoms related to the modifications of the
spectro-temporal morphology of the signals, thus
allowing pathological classification. The diagram in
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FIGURE 1. Diagrams of the displacement-stress vector components showing the variation in amplitude of the incident sound
wave (vibrational) through tissue layers constituting the phonic apparatus zone. A study seen under a multilayer formalism.31.
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Fig. 5 illustrates the overall approach implemented for
acquisition, analysis, and evaluation.

Feature extraction (Supplementary Table)

Relative Time Dispersion (RTD)

The RTD is the deviation of the temporal agitations
between the first cycles (periods), cycle by cycle, of
each signal (the first 5 cycles in our study), thus
reflecting any cyclical instability in the time signal
parameters. A relatively large fluctuation is strongly
linked to a disorder of the vibratory (phonic) mecha-
nism of the subject. This quantification of the very

short-term vibrational disturbance of the signal is gi-
ven by the following expression:

RTD ¼ 2d ¼
1

K�1

PK�1
i¼1 TðiÞ � Tðiþ1Þ�

�
�
�

1
K

PK
i¼1T

ðiÞ ð1Þ

where the subscript (i) refers to the ith cycle and K is
the number of cycles.

Correlation

Correlation (Cor) is an approach that highlights the
similarity between two different time signals x(t) and
y(t) and is given by the following expression:
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FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of the different components of the collar. The electroactive nanowire-based vibratory sensors were
developed using electrospinning technology with PVDF.47 These flexible thin film sensors were integrated into the inner part of the
collar in contact with the skin. This device also has two thermal sensors whose role is to ensure an average measurement of the
body temperature. Each item is connected to a central electrical unit.

FIGURE 3. Architecture of the real-time electrical unit comprising the central scheduling tasks, sensor management, and wireless
communication module.
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WxyðsÞ ¼ EðxðtÞ � yðt� sÞÞ ð2Þ

If we consider x(t) as the signal characterizing the
physiological state of a subject at D0 day, y( t) is the
signal acquired at D0 +Di (i= 1… 15). Depending on
the sampling stage, the effect of Covid-19 on an af-
fected subject modifies the morphology of the original
signal (x(t)), which can be measured using the Corre-
lation Coefficient. Considered a decisive indicator, its
evolution is explained by the modification, extinction,
or appearance of certain characteristic components of
the starting signal.

Frequency Components

Similar to temporal analysis, the frequency content
is also rich in information concerning the evolution of
the pathophysiological state of the patients. The vocal
and respiratory signals collected can be considered as
non-stationary signals and, therefore, have to be
analysed using a time-frequency approach to extract
the existing frequencies and their respective time of
occurrence. Consequently, the Short-Time Fourier

Transform (STFT) was performed in conjunction with
a Gaussian window to determine the spectrogram
(Fig. 6) and identify the frequency components (posi-
tion and peaks).

Indices

After collecting then processing the time signal
using STFT, the peaks were localized by thresholding
and the corresponding frequencies were extracted from
the spectrum. The average value of each index (FI) was
identified by the position of its maximum on the fre-
quency axis. Its content was estimated by its full width
at half maximum (FWHM) and it is defined as:

FIQ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PN

k¼1ððF
kþN=2ð Þ
I � F

ðk�N=2Þ
I ÞÞ2

N

s

ð3Þ

where N is the number of samples in the frequency

band (window), FI is the average value defined as FI ¼
1
N

PN
k¼1F

ðkÞ: FI is the kth frequency in the frequency

band (window).
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FIGURE 4. (a) Placement of the collar and excitation modalities by respiration and/or pronunciation of the vowel /a/; (b) User
interface display on a local USB terminal and/or (c) through a smartphone application.
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CLASSIFICATION

The time and frequency characteristics, as well as
the evolution of the patient’s fever (T �C), enable the
patient’s diagnosis, an objective evaluation, and a
decision to be made by the expert module. The patient
is classified according to the clinical severity of his/her
condition (by category and by group) by evaluating the
expression of Severity (S) normalized with respect to a
normal healthy subject (Reference):

S ¼ f weightedQð Þ � % RefQ

¼
X

D xk; xRef
� �

where D is a subtraction operator

where xk are the features (2d, (1/n), DF, FIQ, (Cor
Coef), T �C).

This approach leads to a new procedure that ex-
ploits the physiological quantities from structural
vibratory mechanisms. To identify and cluster each
category, an intra-group variance study of the basic
characteristic quantities (fever and frequency compo-
nents) was evaluated.

The physiological functionalities constituting the
indicator ‘‘Q’’ were identified according to their strong
dependence on the vibratory characteristics resulting
from the effects of Covid-19. Indeed, the temporal

disturbance 2d is reflected in the frequency domain by
a disorder that, in severe cases, results in a shift and/or
extinction of the significant frequency components
(indices). Consequently, ‘‘n’’ is defined as the number
of these components.

DF and FIQ are defined as the difference between the
frequency indices of the diagrams at different acquisi-
tion times and the Frequency Width at Half-Maximum
(FWHM) of each index. They are strongly affected by
the disturbance of the phonic and respiratory mecha-
nism. As the severity of the effects increases, DF mi-
grates towards a lower frequency and the FWHM of
FIQ increases.

Consequently, ‘‘Q’’ is a multidimensional indicator
that amplifies decisive signs. When associated with a
relatively high fever and a correlation coefficient that
evolves (decreases) between two consecutive measure-
ments on an infected subject, and after normalization
with respect to the reference state (subjects with
stable features), it provides a decision threshold on the
criticality of the situation.

The starting value of approximately 0.65 for the
correlation coefficient results from the extra physio-
logical variation in healthy subjects (average auto-
correlation of 0.95 for the same subject).
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FIGURE 5. Block diagram showing the extraction of the features from the signals collected using time-based and frequency-
based approaches. The temporal quantities are coupled with the extraction of the frequency characteristics based on the STFT and
the body temperature. Where FI is the frequency index, F(k) is the ith frequency in the frequency band (window), FIQ is the
Frequency dispersion, N is the number of samples in the frequency band (window), RTD is the relative time dispersion, Wxy(s) is the
correlation function.
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APPLICATION AND RESULTS

A study was conducted on 30 subjects aged 53 to 60
years with an equal number of males (M) and females
(F). Patient follow-up was only authorized during the
first 2 weeks (limiting our intervention outside the
hospital environment) with three measurements per
week and per person (3rd day, 5th day, etc.). The
subjects were divided into 2 categories: unaffected and
affected (positive PCR test). The latter was split into
two subgroups depending on whether the cases were
asymptomatic or severe.

1. Category 1: Healthy subjects (5)
2. Category 2: Affected subjects (25)

a. Subgroup 1: 5 subjects who had more or less
noticeable mild flu symptoms and subsequently
declared as asymptomatic.

b. Subgroup 2: 20 subjects who had a fever, a cough,
and more or less acute respiratory distress.

The thermal, vibratory, and respiratory signals were
acquired from each person while uttering the vowel /a/
followed by a cycle of deep breathing to excite a wide
frequency range from the laryngeal system (voice and
respiration). For each person, an average of three

signals per sample was taken into account to reduce
dispersion associated with the individual and the
positioning of the collar.

The study was limited to 30 people due to the strict
health context, thus generating limitations regarding
the number of subjects and the frequency of applica-
tions. The number of healthy and asymptomatic sub-
jects (without significant symptoms) was thereby
limited to 5 per group so more attention could be de-
voted to those who had developed advanced symptoms
very quickly. Nevertheless, we were able to optimize
our intervention method according to the clinical
instructions of the health professionals while aiming
for the initial validation of our concept in terms of
screening and sensitivity. The affected subjects were
followed every 2 days over the 2 weeks in conditions
that still allowed the positioning of the collar and the
acquisition of the signals. However, this was no longer
possible once the patient’s condition became worrying
and required admission to the dedicated service.

Physiological Signature: Acoustic and Thermoelectric
(Fever)

Healthy Subject

The subjects were monitored by attaching the collar
around the neck. As mentioned earlier, an average of
three measurements per subject were performed to re-
duce the dispersion (STD) to about 4% (including
gender).

Figure 7 shows a typical vocal vibration signal col-
lected from a healthy subject when pronouncing the
vowel /a/. This illustration shows the temporal signal
with a duration of 700 ms and an amplitude varying
between - 40 mV and + 40 mV. It also depicts the
frequency decomposition using STFT with a Gaussian
sliding window of the function ‘‘g’’ with a depth of 100
ms and an increment of 10 ms.

Table 1 shows the average values of the features at
three representative stages: D0, D8, and D14 for
healthy subjects. The stability of these values reflects
their physiological state, which will be considered as
the reference.

To quantify the difference between genders, Fig. 8
illustrates the localization of the frequency indices
(FI

(i), i = 1… 4) of two healthy subjects (one male and
one female). The features were extracted from the
STFT spectrum. The plots show that the two genders
(M & F) have more or less the same frequency patterns
but with a slight shift to the lower frequencies for the
male subject. These results are consistent with the work
carried out on voiceprints.39 However, the reference
respiratory signals show that the variations between
the genders were not significant. The signals were
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FIGURE 6. Schematic illustration showing the principle of
the STFT function for monitoring the temporal variation
harmonics of the signals. The principle consists in
segmenting the signal with a sliding window of Gaussian
form (function g(n)). The depth and sliding step are optimized
according to the frequency content sought by applying the FT
to each window separately. This reveals the Fourier spectrum
of each shorter segment with a global display cascading the
frequency components found.
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collected with an average body temperature of 36.7 �C
around the neck.

For the remainder of this application and the age
group examined, we observed that the frequency
variations (of the phonic apparatus) resulting from the
effects of Covid-19 were much higher than the inter-
gender (M/F) variations, which is why this parameter
was not taken into account in our analysis.

Subjects Tested Positive (PCR Test)

Asymptomatic
Among the subjects participating in this study, five
tested positive with an evolution observed (clinically
and through data analysis) towards an asymptomatic

state. However, despite the lack of severe symptoms,
the analysis showed a slight modification in the fre-
quency thumbprints measured or indices (Fig. 9a).
This characteristic change, particularly in the high-
frequency indices, correlated with an average body
temperature of 37.2 �C, can be attributed to the
physiological effects of the virus on the body.

Conversely, the curves in Figs. 9b–9d show the
variation in the time and frequency components versus
the evolution of the effects of Covid-19. The correla-
tion coefficient is considered relative to a reference
value (average of healthy subjects) and not its own
value (auto-correlation of 0.92) in the category. This is
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FIGURE 7. The (STFT) applied to the temporal phonic signal of a healthy subject (top left) with a Gaussian function g(n) 100 Hz in
depth and an increment of 10 Hz (bottom left) reveals the frequency content in the form of Indices (FI) represented both by the
intensities (top right) of each component and a frequency spectrogram (bottom right).

TABLE 1. Average values of extracted features in healthy
subjects.

Healthy

Subjects 2d (ms) FI
(1) (Hz) FIQ (Hz) Fever (T �C)

D0 (average cor coef between subjects of 0.69)

Average 1.51 60.59 7.60 36.6

STD 0.01 0.90 0.55 0.2

D8 (average cor coef between subjects of 0.66)

Average 1.52 60.03 7.60 36.61

STD 0.01 0.30 0.55 0.25

D14 (average cor coef between subjects 0.67)

Average 1.51 60.06 7.70 36.72

STD 0.02 0.11 0.53 0.22
FIGURE 8. Typical graph showing the very close localization
of the frequency indices of vibrating signals produced by the
vocal apparatus of two healthy subjects of the same age but
different gender. The curves show that the vocal thumbprint
of a female is slightly higher (more acute) than that of a man.
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why the starting value on the curves is of the order of
0.6, thus reflecting the difference in the morphology of
the signals between a healthy and an asymptomatic
state. The tendency of the curve (coupled with other
quantities) towards higher values reflects the successive
disappearance of the effects of Covid-19.

Even if the respiratory assessment for this category
did not show any significant changes, the vocal plot
confirms the successive return (after 2 weeks) of the
high-frequency components reflecting a pathological
regression for the subject. This was confirmed by a
negative PCR test performed 2 weeks after the initial
positive test, indicating a strong correlation with the
effects of the virus.

The data converged towards a stable state after the
8th day. The initial temperature, which was around
37.6 �C (D0 PCR), asymptotically decreased to an
average value of 37.02 �C after 1 week, with a ten-
dency to reach the average reference value of 36.6 �C.
The other features observed also reflect a return to a
normal physiological state. For this category, no sig-

nificant variation in the correlation coefficient of the
respiratory system was observed.

Affected Subject (Isolation)
Collar readings were performed every 2 days (over 15
days) on the patients with a positive Covid-19 PCR test
(subgroup 2), i.e., 20 subjects exhibiting pronounced
Covid-19 symptoms of varying severity. The mea-
surements were combined with PCR tests to quantify
the performance of the acoustic diagnosis. Any change
in a patient’s physiological signal was quantified to
assess the daily progression of the disease. After the
10th or 11th day, the possible clinical admission of
patients was mentioned when the indicators resulting
from the coupling of the physiological signals exceeded
certain critical thresholds.

Figure 10 shows typical plots of two respiratory
cases, identified with respect to the fundamental fre-
quency component around 300 Hz, reflecting the dy-
namic mechanism of standard respiratory motion.
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FIGURE 9. (a) FI(i) frequency diagram of an asymptomatic subject (compared to a healthy one) over two different periods; D0
positive PCR test and 10 days later (D10). (b–d) Evolution (D0 to D14) of the physiological characteristics of the signals showing
the tendency of the quantities towards a reference level (healthy subject).
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1. Left: Standard (Healthy) case showing a regular
respiratory cycle,

2. Right: Respiratory signal associated with a fever of
around 38.15 �C (37.8–38.5) collected on the third
day after a positive PCR test of a patient with
noticeable Covid-19 symptoms. In addition to the
modification that affects the vocal frequency bal-
ance (extinction of higher order frequency indices),
the results highlight the appearance of a charac-
teristic frequency around 600 Hz (marker) identified
as an indicator of respiratory distress. This is
marked by wheezing affecting the respiratory cycle.

Studying the respiratory behaviour of this popula-
tion becomes very interesting. The analysis of the sig-
nals at D4 revealed a disordered evolution in the
respiratory frequency diagram compared to a standard
state (on the left in Fig. 10).

In addition to the morphological disturbance of the
signal, a deep hissing sound was recorded at a fre-
quency of around 600 Hz. This characteristic plays a
determining role in the diagnosis of the deterioration
of the patient’s condition. The attenuation over time of
this component, more particularly associated with the
evolution of the fever, provides decision support
regarding the need for clinical admission of the patient
(attenuation accompanied with high fever) or not (at-
tenuation accompanied with a decrease in fever).

The results of the monitoring of the sound charac-
teristics of 20 affected subjects (7 women, 13 men) are
listed in Tables 2, 3, and 4. The different values show
the close link between the dispersion of these param-
eters and the clinical severity of the subjects. From day

4, the analysis shows a notable variation in n, an in-
crease in the temporal disturbance (RTD), and an
extinction of the higher-order frequency indices. Only
the component of FI (1) persisted and, given its
migration towards a lower frequency and its relatively
broad width at half maximum, was used to conduct an
objective analysis. As with the asymptomatic subjects,
the average value of 0.53 recorded for the correlation
coefficient compared to a healthy subject was consid-
ered as a starting value (D0).

To provide a detailed vision of the variation of the
chosen characteristics in the ‘‘Affected’’ category
(AfS), the values from three distinct stages (D0, D8,
D14) extracted from the frequency components are
presented in Table 3. Those resulting from the time
domain are presented in Table 4. The average fever
(�C) at each stage is also indicated in each table.

In these two tables, we have used different colours
(values in red denote the average, green is the standard
deviation, blue for the deviation period and orange for
the final trend) to distinguish the subgroup diverging
from the average. In total, 8 subjects (3 women and 5
men) developed acute symptoms judged clinically
worrying, thus requiring admission for close clinical
monitoring.

DISCUSSION

Although the number of bedside diagnoses is rela-
tively low compared to the number of people with the
disease, one of the characteristic aspects of sound
waves is the ability to define alterations affecting the
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FIGURE 10. A typical illustration of the respiratory mechanism for a reference subject (left) with a regular diagram and an affected
subject (right) at D4 with the presence of the wheezing frequency at 600 Hz. On this graph, we have presented the time signal in the
same frame as the STFT in order to associate the morphology of the temporal plot with its frequency spectrum.
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vibration of the larynx during respiration. This alter-
ation is mild to moderate for some patients and high or
even severe for others.

As mentioned above, the main indicators (relative
time dispersion, correlation coefficient, frequency drifts
(STFT), and body temperature (fever)) were moni-
tored and reflected the evolution of the physiological

state of patients affected by marked symptoms of
Covid-19.

The coupling of these indicators led to the identifi-
cation and classification of three distinct pathological
cases compared to a reference case (healthy subject):

(1) Asymptomatically affected
(2) Moderately affected (mild to moderate distress)

with patient requiring isolation
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TABLE 2. Values of parameter ‘‘n’’ at different stages under the effects of Covid-19.

Number of ‘‘n’’ (Indices)

Stage D0 D2 D4 D6 D8 D10 D12 D14

Affected

Isolation 3 3 2 1 1 1 2 2

Clinical admission 1 1

TABLE 3. Variations in frequency components.

Affected subject

(isolation) Indice (FI(1)) FIQ[FI(1)]

Subject D0 D8 D14 D0 D8 D14

1AfS(IS) 47.30 36.38 39.59 13 22 16

2AfS(IS) 48.83 37.56 39.70 13 22 15

3AfS(IS) 46.75 35.96 39.31 14 23 17

4AfS(IS) 45.71 35.16 39.93 13 22 15

5AfS(IS) 48.08 36.99 40.02 15 21 18

6AfS(IS) 47.29 36.38 39.95 14 22 17

7AfS(IS) 45.52 35.01 39.89 15 21 18

8AfS(IS) 41.59 31.99 39.36 13 21 16

9AfS(IS) 42.87 32.98 40.12 13 22 15

10AfS(IS) 46.78 35.99 39.77 14 23 17

11AfS(IS) 40.86 31.43 39.91 12 21 14

12AfS(IS) 42.63 33.03 40.01 13 22 15

13AfS(IS) 44.32 26.99 25.90 14 24 29

14AfS(IS) 41.92 24.98 24.11 12 25 31

15AfS(IS) 40.63 26.01 24.79 13 24 31

16AfS(IS) 42.33 24.73 25.65 12 25 32

17AfS(IS) 41.24 27.99 26.01 13 25 29

18AfS(IS) 45.09 28.01 24.21 12 24 31

19AfS(IS) 46.09 26.31 25.11 14 26 33

20AfS(IS) 42.01 27.14 24.97 12 25 32

Average 44.39 31.26 33.17 13.20 23.00 22.02

STD 2.65 4.64 7.51 0.95 1.62 7.61

Average fever °C 37.81 38.33/38.97 38.21/38.98 37.81 38.33/38.97 38.21/38.98
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(3) Severely affected with acute respiratory failure and
patient requiring clinical admission

Figure 11 shows the average and standard devia-
tions of the relative variations, with respect to the
reference values, of the different features able to
identify each of the three categories (Healthy Patients,
Asymptomatic Patients, and Affected Patients). It also
demonstrates the effects of Covid-19 on the stability of
the mechanism of the phonic and respiratory appara-
tus.

These curves show that the analysis of the charac-
teristics extracted reflects the evolution of the effects of
Covid-19 in all states. The affection of the phonic and
respiratory systems leads to a migration of the voice
towards the obtuse band followed by a respiratory
disorder. This phenomenon can be distinguished by:

1. The decrease in the number of indices n, from 5 to 1
in the case of increased severity, which is why our

analysis focused mainly on the index of order 1
(FI

(1)).
2. The migration of the FI

(1) frequency indices towards
lower frequencies with an increase in DF in relation
to the starting frequencies and a notable broadening
of the index (FIQ) at Half-Maximum, thus reflecting
a disorder of the vibratory mechanism.

3. The proportionality between the temporal fluctua-
tion of RTD and the progression of the effects to-
wards an acute or even worrying level.

4. The clear evolution in the correlation coefficients
(phonic or respiratory) making the morphology of
the signal an indicator of a deterioration in health
marked by a decrease compared to the reference
value, or on the contrary, recovery.

Coupled with the evolution of both body tempera-
ture and the standard deviations of each category,
these different characteristics are very selective and
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TABLE 4. Variations in temporal components.

Affected 

subject

(isolation) RTD = 2δ (ms) Phonic cor coef Respiratory cor coef

Subject D0 D8 D14 D0 D8 D14 D0 D8 D14

1AfS(IS) 1.95 3.83 3.16 0.57 0.34 0.44 0.77 0.37 0.45

2AfS(IS) 1.89 3.83 3.15 0.53 0.32 0.41 0.81 0.39 0.48

3AfS(IS) 1.97 4.10 3.18 0.51 0.31 0.40 0.83 0.40 0.49

4AfS(IS) 2.02 3.97 3.13 0.55 0.33 0.42 0.79 0.38 0.46

5AfS(IS) 1.92 4.00 3.12 0.53 0.32 0.41 0.77 0.37 0.45

6AfS(IS) 1.95 4.12 3.13 0.53 0.32 0.41 0.82 0.39 0.48

7AfS(IS) 2.03 3.92 3.13 0.55 0.33 0.42 0.79 0.38 0.46

8AfS(IS) 2.22 3.71 3.18 0.51 0.31 0.40 0.77 0.37 0.45

9AfS(IS) 2.15 4.22 3.12 0.57 0.34 0.44 0.81 0.39 0.48

10AfS(IS) 1.97 3.88 3.14 0.50 0.30 0.39 0.79 0.38 0.46

11AfS(IS) 2.26 3.83 3.13 0.53 0.32 0.41 0.78 0.37 0.46

12AfS(IS) 2.16 3.72 3.01 0.56 0.31 0.4 0.80 0.36 0.48

13AfS(IS) 2.08 4.26 4.83 0.51 0.28 0.24 0.81 0.30 0.25

14AfS(IS) 2.20 4.60 5.18 0.59 0.27 0.23 0.80 0.29 0.24

15AfS(IS) 2.27 4.42 5.04 0.50 0.27 0.24 0.82 0.27 0.23

16AfS(IS) 2.18 4.65 4.87 0.51 0.28 0.22 0.77 0.28 0.23

17AfS(IS) 2.24 4.11 4.81 0.49 0.27 0.23 0.79 0.28 0.24

18AfS(IS) 2.05 4.11 5.16 0.51 0.28 0.24 0.81 0.26 0.22

19AfS(IS) 2.00 4.37 4.98 0.51 0.28 0.21 0.80 0.29 0.24
20AfS(IS) 2.20 4.24 5.01 0.50 0.27 0.21 0.79 0.28 0.24

Average 2.08 4.12 3.97 0.53 0.30 0.33 0.80 0.33 0.36

STD 0.12 0.26 0.94 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.12

Average 

fever °C 37.81

38.33/38.9

7

38.21/38.9

8 37.81

38.33/38.9

7

38.21/38.9

8 37.81 38.33/38.97

38.21/38.9

8

The colour blue is attributed to subjects in subgroup 2 (affected subjects with ‘‘severe effects) for whom the characteristics at (D8) tend

towards a critical state, which is confirmed at D14 (orange colour) with a divergence from the initial group average.
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FIGURE 11. Curves showing comparative representations of the means of the different characteristics (on the left) for the three
categories studied (Healthy, Asymptomatic and Affected) with their standard deviations (on the right). For the healthy and
asymptomatic category, the evolutions show the viability of the features around the mean. For the affected category, the evolutions
show high sensitivity and a potential to define diverging subgroups (path to recovery and need for clinical admission).
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discriminatory. Indeed, their variations for the ‘‘Af-
fected’’ category (subjects with acute and/or severe
effects) result in a notable increase in the standard
deviation thus confirming a divergence in the evolution
of the states of the two subgroups forming this category.

Figure 12 shows that the third group, comprising 20
patients with acute respiratory distress, could be split
into two subgroups based on the physiological indi-
cators considered at the end of the first week:

(1) Subgroup I: the change in the slopes of the indicators
suggests that the physiological state is improving and
the patient is on the path to recovery.

(2) Subgroup II: the indicators continue to converge
towards a critical condition that requires clinical
admission for personalized care.Insofar as the
condition of an affected subject evolves towards
recovery, these features translate this evolution
through a change in the slope and a tendency to-
wards a value close to the average taken from the
‘‘healthy subjects’’ category. Conversely, the fre-
quency and the vocal and respiratory balance of
the second subgroup show a lack of coherence with
the thermal indicator, which remains relatively
high at 38.6 �C on average. The results indicate the
need for the patient’s clinical admission.As men-
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FIGURE 12. (a) Indicators of a patient affected with Covid-19 and acute respiratory distress after the 8th day: isolated (left) and
requiring clinical admission (right); (b) the diagram on the left shows a return to a normal physiological state confirmed by the
reappearance of the high-frequency components on the corresponding spectrum. This translates a recovery of the vocal vibration
from the 8th day. This concerned 12 of the 20 subjects in the ‘‘affected’’ category, while the diagram on the right reflects the
condition of the remaining eight patients who developed severe symptoms.
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tioned above, the STFT of the respiratory signal is
characterized by the appearance from D4 of a peak
at 600 Hz associated with a whistling sound during
inhalation. Continuous monitoring showed that
the whistling frequency gradually disappeared and
two distinct states were observed:

(3) Reappearance of the frequency components of a
normal respiratory cycle (Affected P (Isolation)):
the patient is recovering.

(4) Frequency inconsistency reflecting advanced illness
(Affected P (Clinical admission)): the patient has
to be clinically admitted.

Each characteristic can be a good indicator to dif-
ferentiate the three categories. However, combining
the characteristics would make it possible to classify
the categories (or even the subjects) according to the
severity of the effects (Fig. 13) using the basic layer of
an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) concept. This
individual discriminatory scale would enable the
severity of each subject to be identified and classified
on a standardized scale. First it was necessary to define
the maximum dispersion for each characteristic in a
healthy subject (Ref (|Max-Min|) = 6.12) to determine
the weighting coefficient (1.62). The latter was then
multiplied by the sum of the differences in the char-

acteristics to normalize the data to 1. The following
steps summarize the subsequent operations:

1. Subtraction of the values (designated by arrows in
the table) of a random subject by category from
those assigned to a ‘‘Healthy’’ subject.

2. Summation of the differences in all the character-
istics.

3. Multiplication of the summation by the weighting
coefficient.

4. Standardization on a scale of 1 to 10.

After computing all the indicators, the patient is
classified into the appropriate group according to the
severity value (S) computed. Figure 14 shows the
classification of patients into four groups. There is a
clear distinction between the asymptomatic group, the
reference group (Healthy Patient), and the affected
individuals that developed acute distress with a rec-
ommendation for their clinical admission, i.e., the
‘‘Affected P (Adm)’’ group.

The overlap in the data corresponding to the cate-
gories of the ‘‘Affected’’ group can be attributed to the
gender and diversity of the physiological characteris-
tics of the patients. Nevertheless, according to the re-
sults, the overlap in no way affects the estimation of
the clinical severity of the subject in question.
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FIGURE 13. Illustration showing the basic Artificial Neural Network (ANN) architecture and an example (with contingency table) of
the procedure and classification steps.
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In addition, the decision regarding the need for
clinical hospitalization was taken based on the con-
sistency between the opinions of the health profes-
sionals and the key physiological indicators given by
the collar. These include more particularly an
increasing or stable but high fever (39 �C), extinction
of the high-frequency indices, and the tendency of the
correlation coefficients towards zero indicating a con-
tinuous evolution of the morphology compared to the
original signal. Conversely, a decrease in fever fol-
lowed by stabilisation, or a positive increase in the
correlation coefficients, was the consequence of a
change in the morphology of the signals indicating an
evolution towards the initial state, thus leading to the
conclusion of a possible recovery. Consequently, the
patient’s condition can be qualitatively assessed and
the pathophysiological evolution of the subject’s
severity can be predicted by combining the physio-
logical factors (Table 5).

CONCLUSION

In a healthcare context resulting from a global res-
piratory pandemic, rapid and remote diagnosis may
play a key role in the clinical management of patients
following the onset of a pulmonary respiratory
pathology associated with Covid-19. This was the fo-
cus of this study in which a passive device based on a
collar was developed and implemented. The latter is
equipped with two types of receptors: thermal semi-
conductors and ultrasound-based flexible electroactive
nanowire fibres. The wearable device also comprises a
central unit whose role is to ensure scheduling, signal
acquisition, and remote transmission of data via a
TCP/IP (USB) protocol or a Smartphone application
(under development).

In addition, the in-depth understanding and quan-
tification of biological wave/tissue interactions coupled
with a data processing algorithm have led to the
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FIGURE 14. Plots showing the classification of patients into healthy patients and patients with Covid-19. The classification is
based on the thermal, temporal, and frequency variations as defined by the clinical severity (S):1 (low level) to 10 (high level).

TABLE 5. (‘‘11’’ High severity, ‘‘22’’ Low severity).

Q Cor T°C Severity 

+ +

+ +

+ −

− −

Constant factor    Increasing factor Decreasing factor
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identification of key indicators that can show the
pathophysiological evolution of affected patients.

The device can differentiate between patients with
acute signs of respiratory failure and patients with mild
symptoms and normal respiratory function. This pas-
sive listening technique has significant clinical potential
for the non-invasive assessment and dynamic obser-
vation of lesions. Consequently, it merits further
examination to provide support for medical operators
to achieve better clinical management.
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